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Abstract—Fingerprint recognition systems have been shown
to be vulnerable to spoof attacks with artificial fingers made
from materials such as Play-Doh, gelatin and silicon. Antispoofing or liveness algorithms have been developed which
determine at the time of capture whether a finger is live or
spoof. Software algorithms rely on characteristics of the image
captured by the underlying device and thus may be impacted by
environmental conditions at the time of capture. In this study,
we collected live fingerprints under various environment
weather conditions (high/low/very low temperature, high
humidity). Additionally we incorporated more spoofing
materials of latex rubber, latex caulk, and latex paint. The
algorithms were trained with a baseline dataset for Identix,
Crossmatch, and Digital Persona devices with an average
spoof/live equal error rate of 3.5%, 5.9% and 5.8%,
respectively. Results showed an increase in error to 14.5%,
55.6% and 36.6%, respectively, when data of this type is not
included in the training set. Similarly, we found the new spoof
approaches developed defeat the liveness algorithm in almost all
cases. When the algorithm is retrained to include new
environmental and spoof images, the liveness algorithm is able
to achieve an average error rate of 4.0%, 9.6%, and 11.4% for
Identix, Crossmatch, and Digital Persona scanners, respectively.
The impact of temperature, humidity, and novel spoof materials
on anti-spoofing algorithm is significant and degrades
performance. Performance can be restored when these factors
are included in the training of the anti-spoofing model.

I. INTRODUCTION
While fingerprint recognition is one of the most widely
used biometrics [1], it is vulnerable to attacks at the sensor
interface with easily made fake finger replicas. Previous
studies have shown it is not difficult to make molds of latent
fingerprints left by legitimate users and to create fake fingers
made from Play-Doh, gelatin and silicon materials to fool a
variety of fingerprint scanners [2-6]. Anti-spoofing methods,
also termed liveness detection, are designed to ensure that
only the biometric from a live person is submitted for
enrollment, verification and identification [7].
Suggested methods to detect liveness for fingerprint can
fall into two categories. The first category is a hardwarebased measure, which requires additional hardware integrated
with the fingerprint scanner to capture live signatures (e.g.
temperature, electrocardiogram, pulse oximetry, odor, or a
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multispectral sensor) [8-14]. The second anti-spoofing
method uses software based approaches to exploit the
information already captured by traditional fingerprint
systems to detect life signs (e.g. skin deformation/elasticity,
perspiration pattern, or image characteristics of spoof and live
images). The skin deformation technique uses the
information regarding how the fingertip's skin deforms when
pressed against the scanner surface [15-17]. Methods that
rely on the perspiration patterns inherent only to live fingers
due to the existence of pores and perspiration use two time
series images or a single image [18-21]. Other features
include the characteristics of spoof and live fingers, like
power spectrum [22], skin coarseness [23], pore detail [15],
or valley noise [24]. It is clear that for reliable liveness
detection, software-based methods should incorporate live
finger characteristics, as well as unique characteristics of
individual spoof materials as imaged by the fingerprint
scanner.
Although the previous work has demonstrated novel
methods for anti-spoofing, no study has systematically
determined the effect of environmental factors such as
temperature and humidity. Typically the data is collected in a
research laboratory with office environment temperatures
(70-75°F). While the target application for anti-spoofing
algorithms may be an office environment, many algorithms
are affected by moisture in the finger; thus, impact of
temperature and humidity needs to be studied. Similarly, as
spoofing techniques evolve, it is necessary to determine the
impact of new spoof materials.
In this study we evaluated the performance impact of
temperature, humidity, and novel spoof materials on
previously developed anti-spoofing algorithms.
II. METHODS
A. Environmental Data Collection
A temperature and humidity controlled room, which
allowed the data collection administrator to dial specific
ranges for the temperature and humidity profiles, was used in
addition to outdoor data collection. Table 1 details the
temperature and humidity profiles used for the data collection
process. In our study, most of the subjects for environmental
data collection are students at Clarkson (18-26 years old).

For each of the fingerprint scanners, multiple images (3)
of both the thumb (R1) and 1st finger of the right hand (R2)
were collected. As some of the data collection software
applications were being developed during data collection, not
all devices were used at each session. Table 2 details the
breakdown of the number of subjects from each scanner for
all weather conditions.
TABLE 1
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA DESCRIPTION
Weather Condition
High Temperature /
High Humidity
High Temperature /
Normal Humidity
Low Temperature /
Normal Humidity
Very Low Temperature
/Normal humidity

Temperature
Range
85o-90 o [F]

Humidity
Range
>80%

No. of
Subjects
22

85o-90 o [F]

30-60%

31

50o-60 o [F]

30-60%

23

<30 o [F]

30-60%

12

Three fingerprint scanners, Crossmatch Technologies, L1 (Identix), and Digital Persona were used for this analysis.
At each collection event, Crossmatch and Identix device
captured multiple time-series images, while Digital Persona
captured only a single image because this device was not
implemented to collect time-series images. This was repeated
three times for each device/condition.
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF SUBJECT COLLECTED FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL
DATA PER SCANNER
Weather Condition
High Temperature /
High Humidity
High Temperature /
Normal Humidity
Low Temperature /
Normal Humidity
Very Low
Temperature /Normal
humidity

Crossmatch

Identix

Digital
Persona

20

21

17

252

30

30

7

372

23

23

11

276

12

12

4

132

Fifty molds were created from casts of 25 live subjects
where each subject contributed 2 molds. Each mold was
inspected to ensure the highest quality spoof images (e.g. no
nicks or gouges, etc.). Not all of the molds were able to be
used for each material and not every sample created from a
mold was high enough quality to scan (see Table 3). Our
goal was to achieve high quality spoofs that are likely to be
matched by a fingerprint matcher. Poor quality spoof images
will naturally be rejected by the fingerprint system. Thus, we
discarded and rescanned based on visual inspection at the
time of capture.
When creating a new spoofing approach a reliable
technique must be developed to produce quality spoof
samples. After investigating many different new materials
and techniques, the data collection effort settled on latex
rubber, latex caulk, and latex paint. Additionally, spoof
fingers from Play-Doh, gelatin, and silicon were also created
as in previous studies [19-22, 24-25]. Spoof fingers of the
new materials are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 illustrates the prints
obtained from the new materials using the Identix scanner.

Fig. 2. Photos of spoof fingers made from various materials (left to right:
latex caulk, latex paint, Play-Doh, and silicon).

Total
Images

Fig. 1. Typical new environmental Identix images collected from a) High
Temperature / High Humidity, b) High Temperature / Normal Humidity, c)
Low Temperature / Normal Humidity

B. Spoof Materials
The spoof fingerprint data collection was performed using
three scanners: Identix, Crossmatch, and Digital Persona.
The software for the Identix scanner is set up to scan each
finger 3 times. Crossmatch and Digital Persona are set to
scan each finger five times.

Fig. 3. Representative spoof images made from a) caulk, b) paint, and c)
rubber captured using an Identix scanner.

To make the latex rubber finger, latex rubber was applied
to the finger molds in three thin coats over the course of an
hour and allowed to dry overnight. Next, excess rubber was
trimmed with scissors to prevent rolling and sticking to the
spoof. These spoofs are similar to silicon in that they may be
scanned indefinitely as long as they are not torn.
Spoofs made from latex painter’s caulk could be
successfully scanned for about 2 days. A pea-sized amount
of latex caulk was applied to the mold and then spread on the
surface. It was necessary that the layer be thin and even; if
the caulk is too thick the spoof will crack and tear. The spoof
was allowed to dry for 14 hours and then scanned three times:
immediately, 10 hours, and 24 hours.
Spoofs made from latex paint can be successfully
scanned for at least 3-4 days. First, the paint is applied to the
mold in 3-4 thin coats over the course of an hour and allowed
to dry overnight. Care was taken when removing the paint

from the mold to prevent tearing along finger ridges. The
spoof was scanned once a day for three days at 24-hour
intervals.
TABLE 3
NUMBER OF SPOOF IMAGES COLLECTED PER SCANNER
Material

Silicon
Gelatin
Play-Doh
Latex
Rubber
Latex
Caulk
Latex
Paint

No. of
Finger
Molds
40
40
40
50

Samples
Per
Mold
3
3
7-10
2

Identix

Crossmatch

Digital
Persona

550
649
801
300

620
690
690
300

171
120
120
300

50

2

300

300

300

50

2

300

300

300

C. Anti-Spoofing Models
Three existing anti-spoofing models plus the fusion of the
two were used to test the impact of the environmental
conditions and the new spoof materials. We identify the
models by the image feature that they exploit: Ridge Signal
[22], Valley Noise [24], Region Labeling [25], and Fusion
[26]. A baseline dataset composed of live samples and spoof
samples (Play-Doh, gelatin and silicon materials) was used to
train the models and is described in Table 4 [26]. For live
samples, we collected the data in normal laboratories with
air-conditional environment. For spoof samples, we collected
the dataset using Play-Doh, gelatin, and silicon materials in
different dryness situations. The dataset from Digital Persona
device is much less than the other two devices, because it was
added to our experiments at the end of our project,
The Ridge Signal algorithm for liveness detection is
based on the gray levels along the ridges in live fingers which
have a distinctive difference in the frequency pattern due to
the presence of perspiration and pores. The underlying
process is to extract the ridge signal which represents the
gray level values along a ridge mask and use wavelet
transform to decompose this signal into multiscales.
Statistical features extracted on each scale are used by neural
network or classification trees to discriminate between live
and non-live fingerprints [22].
The Valley Noise algorithm detects the noise pattern
along valleys specific to spoof fingers due to material
properties and fabrication process. Unlike live fingers which
have a clear ridge-valley structure, artificial fingers have a
distinct noise distribution due to the material's properties
when placed on a fingerprint scanner. Statistical features are
extracted in multiresolution scales using wavelet
decomposition techniques. Based on these features, liveness
separation (live/spoof) is performed using classification trees
and neural networks [24].
The Region Labeling algorithm is based on a computer
vision technique to identify areas of foreground from the
background which quantifies observable differences between
live and spoof images. Regarding the capture of a single
image, there exist more identifiable regions along both ridge
and valley segments than contained in spoof images. This

would be expected because ridge segments in live images
tend to have consistent intervals of high and low intensity,
corresponding to pore locations, a trait not common in spoof
images. In the valleys, spoof images are often prone to
pressure deformation, causing ridge segments to bleed into
the valley. Live images remain relatively clean, though due to
the effects of noise, several small areas of intensity should be
present. Difference images, a type of image where two
captures are subtracted from one another can also expose
traits which can be exploited by region labeling. In this
format, the element of control an imposter has over a
fingerprint scanner is exposed. Here, the slight variance of
pressure and rotation distorts ridge segments which would
otherwise remain intact, resulting in more identifiable regions
in spoof images than live images. Additionally, tracking
region size of ridge and valley segmentscan also be taken into
account to compare the difference of live and spoof images.
This method is advantageous in that it looks at the
perspiration pattern in a different sense, as well as isolating
traits of spoof images. Another advantage is simplicity where
the required computations are presently available and well
known. Results from testing are presented which show that
the addition of this algorithm leads to improved performance
when fused with ridge and valley features [25]. For this
algorithm, we considers the images collected at 0 second and
2 second.
To improve performance, fusion was implemented at
feature level by integrating the Ridge Signal, Valley Noise,
and Region Labeling for Identix and Crossmatch algorithms
[26]. The Digital Persona device did not provide a timeseries image and fusion was only of the Ridge Signal and
Valley Noise algorithms.
10-fold cross-validation is used to evaluate the
performance of the proposed algorithms objectively, in which
the total dataset was divided into 10 equal subsets for which
the classifier was trained on 9 partitions and 1 partition was
used for test. This procedure was repeated 10 times and an
average accuracy was obtained to represent the average
performance for our algorithms. The Equal Error Rate (EER)
is used to evaluate the classification performance, in the
threshold when spoof false acceptance rate (SFAR) and live
false rejection rate (LFRR) are equal.
TABLE 4. BASELINE DATASET
Scanner
Identix
Crossmatch
Digital
Persona

Model
No.
DFR2100
Verifier
300LC
U.are.U
4000B

Resolution
686 dpi

Image
Size
720x720

Live
Samples
3000

Spoof
Samples
3000

500 dpi

480x640

4000

4000

512 dpi

355x391

172

411

III. RESULTS
A. Baseline Algorithms
The algorithms are first implemented on the baseline
dataset for Identix, Crossmatch, and Digital Persona scanners.
Fig. 4 shows the ROC comparison of different algorithms:
Ridge Signal, Valley Noise, Region Labeling and Fusion.

From this figure, we can see the anti-spoofing algorithms are
sensor dependent. To improve the performance, we fuse the
above algorithms in the feature level [27]. For Identix scanner,
the EER is 8.7%, 8.0%, and 5.1% for Ridge Signal, Valley
Noise and Region Labeling algorithms, respectively. After
1

algorithms respectively. After system fusion, the EER drops
to 5.9%. For Digital Persona scanner, the best EER is 5.8%
after fusing Ridge Signal and Valley Noise algorithms. Since
this scanner was not implemented to collect time-series
images, we cannot apply the region labeling approach on this
scanner and apply the methods of fusing the first two
algorithms.

Live True Acceptance Rate

0.95

B. Environmental Data
After the liveness detection classifier was trained based on
baseline dataset (collected indoors with normal temperature
and humidity), we tested the classifier on the new
environmental live data. Table 5 lists the error rates of the
trained classifier on new environmental data. The average
error rate for classification is 14.5%, 55.6%, and 36.6% for
Crossmatch, Identix and Digital Persona, respectively.

0.9
0.85
0.8

Ridge signal
Valley noise
Region labeling
Fusion

0.75
0.7
0.65
0.6

TABLE 5. ERROR RATES OF OUR PROPOSED LIVENESS DETECTION
0.55
0.5

ALGORITHMS ON NEW ENVIRONMENTAL DATA

0

0.1

0.2
0.3
Spoof False Acceptance Rate

0.4

Weather
Condition
High
Temperature /
High Humidity
High
Temperature /
Normal Humidity
Low Temperature
/ Normal
Humidity
Very Low
Temperature
/Normal Humidity
Average

(a)
1

Live True Acceptance Rate

0.95
0.9
0.85
0.8

Ridge signal
Valley noise
Region labeling
Fusion

0.75
0.7
0.65
0.6
0.55
0.5

0

0.1

0.2
0.3
Spoof False Acceptance Rate

0.4

0.5

(b)
1
0.95

Live True Acceptance Rate

Identix
(%)

Digital
Persona
(%)

0.5

Images

Crossmatch
(%)

252

18.1

42.1

41.2

372

12.8

62.5

37.9

276

13.9

57.5

41.7

132

14.4

54.5

28.0

14.5

55.6

36.6

C. Novel Spoofing Methods
Similar to testing of the environmental dataset, we tested the
trained classifier on the new spoof data made from latex
caulk, latex paint and latex rubber. Table 6 lists the error
rates of the trained classifier on new spoof data. The average
error rate is about 99.1%, 88.8%, and 64.4% for Crossmatch,
Identix and Digital Persona, respectively.
TABLE 6. ERROR RATES OF OUR PROPOSED LIVENESS DETECTION

0.9

ALGORITHMS ON NEW SPOOF DATA

0.85

New Spoof
Materials

0.8
Ridge signal
Valley noise
Fusion

0.75
0.7

Data
Collection

Caulk
Paint
Rubber

0.65

300
300
300
Average

Crossmatch
(%)
97.0
100
97.32
99.1

Identix
(%)
85.2
84.8
96.0
88.7

Digital
Persona
(%)
37.0
98.3
58.0
64.4

0.6
0.55
0.5

0

0.1

0.2
0.3
Spoof False Acceptance Rate

0.4

0.5

(c)
Fig. 4. ROC comparison of three algorithms and their fusion. a). Identix, b).
Crossmatch, c) Digital Persona

system fusion, the EER drops to 3.5%. For the Crossmatch
scanner, EER is 11.6%, 10.1%, 10.6% for the three

D. Evaluation of Environmental and Spoof Data Combined
From the above experiments, we found images collected by
varying environments and with new spoof materials
significantly decrease the performance of existing algorithms
when representative images are not included in the training
set. To make our algorithm more robust, we considered the
new data in our training set. Similar to the above evaluation
criteria, we test our algorithms using 10-fold cross-validation
after training with the new data. As shown in Fig. 5, using

fusion techniques, we achieve an average EER is 4.0%, 9.6%,
and 11.4% for Identix, Crossmatch and Digital Persona
scanners, respectively. The results are much improved over
errors of 14.5%, 55.6%, and 36.6%, respectively, using
original algorithm for environmental data and 99.1%, 88.8%
and 64.4%, respectively, for spoof data.
1

Live True Acceptance Rate

0.95
0.9
0.85
0.8
Identix
CrossMatch
Digital Persona

0.75
0.7
0.65
0.6
0.55
0.5

0

0.1

0.2
0.3
Spoof False Acceptance Rate

0.4

0.5

Fig. 5. ROC curve of three scanners based on new training

IV. DISCUSSIONS
The impact of various environmental conditions on
algorithm performance was investigated by varying
temperature and humidity. Results showed an increase in
error to 14.5%, 55.6%, and 36.6% for Identix, Crossmatch
and Digital Persona scanners respectively, when data of this
type is not included in the training set. We think the
improvement is due to including samples from different
environmental conditions and not due to just having more
training samples. More experiments will be done in the future
to verify this point.
The results show that live images collected by Identix
scanner are more sensitive to environmental changes than
Crossmatch and Digital Persona scanners. This demonstrates
how critical the need is for this type of data be collected. By
including environmental data when training the classifier, this
will improve the robustness of our liveness detection
algorithm, as will be shown.
Similarly, the performance impact of new spoof materials
and techniques on our existing algorithms showed an increase
in error to 99.1%, 88.8%, and 64.6% for Identix, Crossmatch
and Digital Persona scanners respectively, when not included
in the training set. In other words, the new spoof approaches
developed defeat the liveness algorithm in almost all cases.
The results show that new methods to create spoof fingers
defeat our current algorithms. In other words, the current
algorithms work well on the spoof attacks from fake PlayDoh, gelatin and silicon fingers used in the training set, but
are vulnerable to new spoofing techniques. To improve
robustness of our liveness detection algorithm to spoofing
attacks, the new spoof data must be used in the training set
for the classifier as will be shown.

The results also show that our anti-spoofing algorithms are
completely data-driven. They are dependent on the texture
feature difference by comparing live and spoof fingerprints.
We can guarantee that our algorithms work well on some
spoof categories which have samples included in the training
dataset. But we still need to tune the threshold or classifier
when new spoof materials are introduced, even though the
principles behind the algorithms are same which are based on
the ridge perspiration pattern or valley noise pattern, etc,
When the algorithm is retrained to include new
environmental and spoof images, the liveness algorithm is
able to achieve an average error rate of 4.0%, 9.6%, and
11.4% for Identix, Crossmatch and Digital Persona scanners,
respectively. This study affirms our need to create a large
dataset which represents individual and environmental
variability as well as continually improve our spoofing
techniques with variable methods and types of materials
represented.
To mitigate any risks posed by the variability in the
environment or different spoof materials, it is necessary to
continue to evolve anti-spoofing algorithms for a more robust
model. Future efforts should include both additional data
collection for variety of scanners, environmental conditions,
spoof techniques, as well as continuous improvement of the
algorithms both for training, as well as development of new
features which will increase overall performance.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, we found the impact of temperature,
humidity, and novel spoof materials on anti-spoofing
algorithms are significant and degrade performance.
Performance can be restored when these factors are included
in the training of the anti-spoofing model.
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